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To Windsor Civic Leaders elected to REPRESENT the people:
1. Sandwich has the only set of visible rails - the street car needs to be put there and show case
the routes...the only stop honouring to my knowledge is an ice cream parlour in
Tecumseh/St.Clair Beach...
2. Windsor needs to spend money on a MARINA in Sandwich Russell Street - get the gay male
sex trade out of Chewitt landing - this is a decades old problem in this area. Chewitt needs to be
paddle craft only to be a stop on the "(Land and Water) - Great Trail of Canada" and lockable at
night (with exit provisions). Allow motor boaters to land at the Russel Street Marina and
explore Sandwich with a shuttle to Downtown and back.
3. We need green space!! A replica mini Ojibway Priaire highlighting species at risk to
encourage people to cycle over to Ojibway Nature Centre is a better placement there. Your
downtown is dying...put any licensed patio's there. Move the homeless to farms - how do they
supplement their income? Prostitution, drugs, break-ins? They need fresh food to grow for
themselves and others.
4. YOU NEED A REPLICA FIRST NATIONS in front of Assumption Church to draw tourism honour their history - placing a street car in this local is a slap in their face and violates UNDRIP.
You are elected to represent the people, the environment and plan for the the best possible
outcome for all - your ego has no place here.
Cathy Greenwell

